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ABSTRACT

Millions of children now use conversational agents (CAs), leading
researchers and the public alike to ask how interactions with these
devices might shape children’s communication with people. We
conducted a single-session observational lab study with 22 five-to-
ten-year-old children as a step toward understanding whether and
how children might transfer a linguistic routine they learned from
a CA to a conversation with another person. We found that 68% of
children spontaneously used this routine in a conversation with
their parent in the lab, and 55% continued to use it at home. When
addressing parents, children infused the routine with warmth and
playfulness that they did not use when addressing the CA, adapting
it to suit their relationship with their parent. However, only 18%
of children used it in conversation with an unfamiliar researcher,
where they instead were more likely to follow conventional conver-
sational norms. These findings suggest children are quick to learn
linguistic routines from CAs but use social differentiation when
they apply them. Children’s willingness to expand on and share
the routine with their parent is consistent with the principles of
the Joint Media Engagement (JME) framework and suggests CAs
may be a productive medium for creating JME experiences.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Children’s frequent interaction with conversational agents (CAs)
like Siri and Alexa has raised questions about whether children
might acquire new conversational habits in this context [6, 12,
21, 24, 36, 61]. Linguistic routines are patterned ways of speaking
that convey social expectations and help conversational partners
understand each other [4], such as, "please" or, "how may I help
you?" Given that children can learn new skills, information, and
attitudes from CAs (e.g., [28, 43, 55, 65]), it is possible that they can
also acquire new linguistic routines from these devices.

Understanding how design might influence children’s linguis-
tic routines is important, because these scripts serve a variety of
essential functions in people’s daily lives. Some routines, such as
greetings, expressions of gratitude, or statements of sympathy, en-
able speakers and listeners to demonstrate social awareness and
cultivate relationships [20]. Others streamline the process of ask-
ing for help or learning about the world [27, 52]. By packaging
speech into familiar, scripted expressions, speakers help both them-
selves and their listener offload many of the cognitive demands of
producing and interpreting language. Thus, it is worth understanding whether and how designers might shape these routines when building CAs. Thus, we asked the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** Will children pick up a new linguistic routine taught by a CA?
- **RQ2:** If so, will they transfer it to their interactions with people?
- **RQ3:** If so, what behaviors characterize this transfer?

To investigate these questions, we conducted an observational lab study with 22 children between the ages of five- and ten-years-old. Participants first learned a new linguistic routine from a custom CA created by the research team and backed by a wizard-of-oz. Specifically, they were taught by the CA they could use a novel nonsense word, bungo, to prompt the CA to speak faster. Children then engaged in a series of conversations with different entities: a second CA, their parent, and a researcher they had not met before. During each conversation, their conversational partner slowed their speech at some point, providing a natural opportunity for the child to use the bungo keyword if they chose. Finally, parents repeated this activity at home to evaluate whether any observed transfer effect would persist beyond the lab.

We found that children learned the novel interaction from the first CA easily. We further saw that this linguistic routine was highly portable; with no prompting to do so, 77% of children transferred it to the second CA, 68% of children used it during their interaction with their parent in the lab, and 55% of children continued to use the keyword at home. However, children were less likely to use it in conversation with a stranger: 18% used it when speaking to the researcher. When children used the term bungo with their parent, most did so warmly and playfully, reshaping the routine to better fit the nature of their relationship. Parents reported that at home this became a source of bonding and using bungo took on the feeling of an inside joke. When speaking to the researcher, children were more reserved and also less likely to use the keyword. Thus, despite children’s ease in learning the routine, how and if they used it depended on the context.

## 2 RELATED WORK

### 2.1 Learning Linguistic Routines and Patterns of Communication

Linguistic routines are an essential part of conversation. Any cultural group with shared language will predictably converge on routines, enabling members of a community to more easily enact common behaviors, ranging from apologizing to asking for directions. Linguistic routines are critical for helping participants understand what is predictable and unpredictable in a conversation [20], and failing to use expected routines can have disastrous social consequences [27]. For example, understanding and using greeting and parting scripts appropriately is an important part of negotiating and maintaining relationships [20]. And apologizing and forgiving (central acts of relationship maintenance [22]) often include applying common scripts to help make the act of apology more effective [5].

In addition to smoothing interpersonal interactions, linguistic routines also act as general-purpose tools for learning. For example, foreign language learners leverage scripted forms like, “How do you say [word] in English?” and, “What does [word] mean?” [20] to master a new language. And patterned speech acts like, “turn the page” and, “what’s that?” structure children’s conversations with parents and other caregivers in ways that help them acquire new content knowledge [52]. Children passively absorb routines through conversation [19], and they are also explicitly instructed in using routines like, with parents prompting phrases like, “please,” “thank you,” or “may I be excused?” [27].

We build on this work by examining the role CAs might play in shaping children’s linguistic routines. Given the importance of using linguistic routines appropriately, it is useful to understand whether and how these conversational patterns are influenced by children’s everyday interactions with common technologies. A primary function of linguistic routines is to improve people’s interactions with one another, thus, we sought to understand not only whether children learn these scripts from CAs but also whether they apply them to interactions with other people.

### 2.2 Learning from CAs

A large body of work has demonstrated that people in general, and children in particular, are able to learn from CAs and other personified technologies (e.g., [11, 34, 55]). Many Intelligent Tutoring Systems include a CA that teaches content and ideas dynamically in coordination with the learner. For example, CAs have been used to effectively teach software testing skills [45], support college students taking online classes [64], and increase metacognitive skills like divergent thinking [2]. Furthermore, work with both robotic (e.g., [55]) and virtual CAs (e.g., [16]) has shown that by teaching information to agents, children absorb lessons themselves. In other work, researchers have found that 3-to-5-year-old children can recall what they are told by robots and trust this information [11].

In addition to effectively teaching facts and other content knowledge, CAs can also shape people’s attitudes and behaviors. For example, Woolf et al. [65] found that students struggling with math felt less frustration and anxiety after working with CAs who provided motivation and affective support, relative to students who worked with agents who provided instruction alone. Schroeder et al. [50] found that a CA to teach a specific form of behavioral therapy increased participants self-efficacy and confidence in managing their mental health. Other work has demonstrated that anthropomorphic technologies can promote increased curiosity [28].

CAs and other personified interfaces can also explicitly teach social and conversational behaviors. For example, a large body of work examines whether social robots and CAs can support individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) in learning new social behaviors (e.g., [31, 48, 53, 62, 63]). Tanaka et al. [56] found that individuals with ASD who used a novel CA for social skills training were more skillful in their interactions than individuals who did not. Kim et al. [35] found that interacting with a social robot led children with ASD to speak and interact more with other people, relative to an active control. And Tartaro and Cassell [57] found that CAs can support children with ASD in increasing both their contingent discourse and the number of topics they introduce during conversation. In other work, researchers have designed CAs to encourage, for example, expressive language [14] and informal
conversation [3]. Today, commercial CAs are far from capable of true conversation [47], yet children extend social routines to these systems anyway [26] and create opportunities for training conversational scripts by saying things like, “How are you, Google?” And children can acquire language from other personified media, including television where they have even less conversational support [39, 49]. Parents not only suspect their children learn new conversational habits from CAs, they also fear this influence is a negative one, and prior work has called for CAs to incorporate a “politeness mode” in response to these concerns [24]. Thus, across a broad body of work, research has demonstrated that children can learn new things through interactions with CAs and other personified technologies, including behaviors, attitudes, and social skills. This prior work suggests that children will be likely to learn new linguistic routines through their interactions with CAs; here, we examine whether this is indeed the case.

### 2.3 Context Switching and Distinguishing Personified Technology from People

However, even if children do learn new linguistic routines from CAs, it is unclear whether they are likely to transfer these routines to their interactions with other people. People of all ages apply linguistic routines selectively and in context-specific ways, and children have the linguistic and social competence to do so very early in life [7, 19, 60]. For example, speakers use more semantic softeners to make a request polite (such as providing justification for the request or prefacing it with the word “please”) when addressing a high-status other, and they use more semantic aggravators to make a request coercive (such as threats) when addressing a low-status other [8]. Similarly, children demonstrate more or less semantic directness in their requests as a function of the social status of the person to whom they are speaking [7]. Children as young as two adjust the linguistic strategies they use to help their listener understand them, employing different approaches when addressing an unfamiliar adult than when addressing a parent who has more shared context and familiarity with the child’s speech patterns [60]. Other work demonstrates that even very young dual-language learners appropriately switch from using one language to another in response to contextual cues signaling the listener’s native language [13].

Collectively, these and other examples show that across many different contexts, children apply linguistic routines differentially and are skilled in discerning which routines are appropriate to the situation. This suggests they may systematically use different routines for addressing people than they do when addressing CAs, as children understand from an early age that robots, computers, and other technologies are ontologically distinct from humans [33, 51, 66].

Thus, there is notable support both for and against the idea that children would learn new linguistic routines from their interactions with CAs and apply them to their interactions with people. It is both theoretically plausible that children would transfer these patterns of speech across contexts, or that they would see these patterns as inappropriate for person-to-person discourse and apply them selectively to CAs alone. The purpose of our work is to contribute evidence that might begin to address this open question.

### 3 METHOD

We conducted a five-part observational study (see Fig. 1) with 22 five-to-ten-year-old children. In the lab, each child engaged in conversation with two different CAs (“CA1” and “CA2”), controlled by a researcher through a wizard-of-oz backend. This was followed by a confederate exercise in which the child interacted with their parent, which was followed by a conversation with a researcher. Finally, children participated in a follow-up activity at home.

In all five study tasks, the child encountered a common interaction pattern, trained by CA1. In this interaction, if the child said the keyword “bongo,” the child’s conversational partner (either a CA or a person) would speak more quickly. In all five tasks, the conversational partner dramatically slowed their speech to create a context where it would be useful to employ this keyword. By providing the child with the opportunity to use this interaction in multiple situations, we sought to understand its portability from digital conversation to human conversation. We intentionally created a linguistic routine that was novel to ensure that any training or transfer would be a result of the study procedures and not of prior experience with the world. We intentionally made this novel linguistic routine as simple as possible to avoid masking any potential effects by requiring children to master a complex routine. Although this prevented us from examining how, if at all, children might transfer more extensive routines with deeper meaning, it remains a useful starting point, as many of the routines that children must master require only one word (e.g., “please”).

### 3.1 Participants

We recruited 19 families with 22 children between the ages of five and ten. We selected this age range to scope our study to childhood (rather than adolescence), and we set a lower bound on this range, because prior work has found that by age five, children are likely to produce speech that is well understood by commercial CAs [40].

Participants included 11 boys and 11 girls, and average age was 7.5 years (sd = 1.7 years). We did not assess children’s language proficiency, other than to ask parents if their child was fluent in English. Parents reported that all children had at least some past experience interacting with a commercial CA, such as Siri or Alexa.

### 3.2 Materials

We developed a custom platform for the Android operating system, including: a client app for the participant to use to engage with the CA, a client app for a wizard-of-oz to use to control the CA from another location, and a backend deployed on a private server to relay messages between the child and the wizard in real-time. The child and wizard each engaged with their respective interface by speaking directly to the tablet. The participant-facing app was capable of displaying either of two novel CAs, with only one CA accessible at any one time (see Fig. 1, two left panes). This app displayed the CA on the left side of the screen and real-time conversational chat history, organized sequentially into speech bubbles, on the right side of the screen. For both the participant and the wizard client apps, we used Google’s speech recognition engine to interpret the speaker’s speech, and we used the CereProc text-to-speech API [1]
to convert the message from the wizard into a synthetic voice for the CA. We used two different synthetic voices, such that each CA’s voice was unique. We did not play synthetic speech (or any other audio output) on the wizard’s client app, although the wizard interface displayed the same real-time text log of the conversation that the child saw.

For both CAs, we set the default speech rate to 90% of the standard speech rate produced by the Android operating system. When the CA’s speech was slowed, we adjusted the speech rate to be 20% of the standard OS rate, and we scaled the speed of visual animation accordingly. Upon start-up, the CA’s speech would remain at its starting speed indefinitely. After a brief period building rapport, the wizard switched the CA to a mode in which it would automatically slow its rate of speech after every sixty seconds of standard-speed conversation. Whenever the child used the “bungo” keyword, the wizard would temporarily revert the CA to speaking at its standard (90%) rate.

3.3 Procedure

Parents who expressed interest in the study were sent details about all procedures, including information about participating in the confederate portion of the study. We asked parents to assess whether they felt any procedures would make their child uncomfortable and to participate only if they felt confident the child would be comfortable throughout. We also explained that parents could and should discontinue the confederate portion (or any other component) of the study at any time if they felt it was causing their child distress or if the child showed reluctance to continue.

Parents completed a questionnaire before coming to the lab, in which we collected demographic and scheduling information. Upon arriving at the lab, participants completed four tasks, as described below. All lab procedures were audio and video recorded and on average, took 46.2 minutes ($sd = 12.3$ minutes). Parents were then asked to complete a follow-up activity with the child at home and to send back self-report data within 24 hours of conducting this activity. Families received a gift card to Amazon worth US$50 as a thank-you for their participation.

3.3.1 Part 1: CA1 and Learning a New Linguistic Routine. During the first portion of the session, the child was introduced to one of the two CAs, with order counterbalanced across participants. The wizard listened to the conversation in the study room via a one-way phone call on speakerphone where the wizard was muted. Early in the session, the CA told the child, “When I’m talking, sometimes I begin to speak very slowly. You can say ‘bungo’ to remind me to speak quickly again.” The CA then engaged in several minutes of conversation with the child. After establishing rapport, the wizard switched the CA into a mode where it would periodically slow its speech. The wizard continued natural conversation with the child, and at any point if the child used the word bungo, the wizard immediately reset the CA’s speed to the default. During this training session, the CA would respond to the child’s requests to speed up (e.g., “Can you speak faster?”) by saying, “Do you remember what the word is to remind me if I talk slowly?” If children asked what word to use during the training session, the CA reminded the child that the keyword was bungo. If the CA spoke slowly for approximately three minutes and the child did not attempt to intervene, the CA asked the child if it was speaking slowly and if the child remembered how to tell it to speed up. This conversation continued for at least five minutes and until the child had at least three training opportunities to use the keyword. The parent remained in the room as an observer but did not participate.

3.3.2 Part 2: Conversation with CA2. Next, the researcher in the room interrupted the conversation between the child and CA1 and introduced the child to CA2. CA2 (operated by the same wizard as CA1) and the child conversed informally, and the parent and researcher observed. After chatting briefly, the wizard switched the CA to the mode where it would periodically speak slowly. At no point did CA2 remind the child of the keyword bungo, prompt the child to use the keyword, or comment on the speed of its speech. The platform slowed the speech of the CA automatically, with no input from the wizard, and the wizard reset the CA’s speed whenever the child said, “bungo.” If CA2’s speech slowed and the child never used the keyword, the wizard never reset the CA to its default speed. Once the child either had five opportunities to use the keyword or conversed with the CA2 at its slow speed for more than five minutes without using the keyword, the researcher in the room ended the conversation.

3.3.3 Part 3: Parent-Child Conversation in the Lab. The researcher then announced that the time with the CAs was completed and that she would leave the room briefly to assemble supplies for the final activity. During this time, the parent and child were left alone to converse informally. The parent was instructed to occasionally slow their speech during this conversation and not to remind the child of the keyword or prompt a particular behavior. The researcher returned to the room after five minutes. Although all parents agreed to enact these procedures, three parents forgot to do so or did not do so before the researcher returned. Thus, a total of 19 children participated in this part of the study.

3.3.4 Part 4: Researcher-Child Conversation in the Lab. The researcher then returned to the room and conducted a short interview with the child, asking the child about CAs and other personified technologies. The researcher followed a predefined, semi-structured interview protocol, that included questions like, “Do you think we should treat people and robots the same way?” The researcher dramatically slowed their speech for three questions.

3.3.5 Part 5: Parent-Child Conversation at Home. Finally, parents were asked to repeat this procedure at home and, without commentary, slow their speech during a natural conversation with their child. We did not script or control this encounter. They were asked to do so within 24 hours of the lab session and to send a written description by email of their behavior and the child’s response.

3.4 Data Analysis

We used video interaction analysis [30] to examine the data collected in the lab. This involved three analysis phases, including a preliminary review, multiple rounds of substantive review, and multiple rounds of analytical review. During the preliminary review, two members of the research team reviewed the corpus of video data in its entirety, cataloging notes about each participant and noting possible emergent themes. This process also involved
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Figure 1: Study stages (left to right). 1) Open-ended conversation with a CA, during which the child was taught by the CA to use the term *bungo*. 2) Open-ended conversation with a different CA, during which the agent provided natural opportunities for using *bungo* (but no prompts to do so). 3) Open-ended conversation with their parent, who provided the same opportunities to use the keyword. 4) An interview with a research, who spoke three interview questions very slowly. 5) A conversational opportunity to use *bungo* at home.

We then conducted multiple rounds of substantive review [30], in which we extracted fragments of interest to transcribe, using select transcription conventions from Jefferson [32]. These exhibits included all instances in which a CA or parent slowed their speech while in conversation with the child, as well as other moments of interest. Transcriptions included verbatim speech, sequential organization, and details about visible behavior. As part of this substantive review, the research team continued to meet weekly to collaboratively revise and expand initial open codes and create a codebook of code categories and values for each code. Finally, we conducted multiple rounds of collaborative analytical review of these fragments. As part of this analysis, we finalized our codebook, which included codes about response type, affect, and skepticism (among other categories). We then performed a structured content analysis to apply all codes to all participants.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Learning a New Interaction

The majority of participants (14 out of 22) immediately used the keyword *bungo* the first time CA1 began to speak slowly. In these instances, the child received no reminders or assistance and appeared to use the keyword with certainty and ease, often interrupting the agent before it could finish its statement. For example:

**CA1:** My favorite video game is Super Smash Bros.
**P8:** ((smiling)) Can we play Super Smash Bros?
**CA1:** Dooo yooouuu waaannnttt tooo plllaaayyy–
**P8:** *bungo*
**CA1:** –wiiittthhh– Thanks for the reminder; I’ll speak faster.

An additional eight participants (of the 22) needed between one and three reminders to use the keyword after it was introduced (see Fig. 2, left), but all children were eventually successful in independently using the term to tell CA1 to speak more quickly. All training and reminders came from CA1 (and never from the parent or researcher). Of the eight children who needed at least one reminder, one child spontaneously commented on the change in speed, saying that the agent was speaking, “very slowly,” to which the agent replied, “*Can you say ‘bungo’ to remind me to speak faster?*” The remaining seven children did not acknowledge the CA’s slowed rate of speech after three minutes, at which point, the wizard brought it to their attention and reiterated the initial training instructions. Ultimately, all participants successfully used the keyword on their own in response to CA1’s slowed speech.

4.2 Transferring *Bungo* to a Second CA

Seventeen (77%) of the 22 participants spontaneously transferred this interaction pattern to CA2 and used the keyword *bungo* when this second agent began speaking slowly (see Fig. 2, right). At no point during the interaction with CA2 did the agent or researcher remind the child of the keyword, comment on the CA’s speed, or re-teach the script. We found that children’s responses to CA2’s slowed rate of speech clustered into four categories. These response types varied along a continuum of robustness. On one end of this continuum were *oblivious* responses, in which children showed no changes in behavior in response to the agent’s slow speech. On the other end were *confident* responses, in which the child interrupted and said “*bungo*” immediately. As the agent spoke slowly several times in each session, the child had multiple opportunities to respond to this pattern of speech. Children’s responses moved strictly toward the more robust end of this continuum over time (see Fig. 3, left). Each response type is described below.

When a child gave a *confident response*, they eagerly and immediately used the keyword. In some cases, the child interrupted the CA to say “*bungo*” as soon as it began to slow down without waiting for the agent to finish its sentence. In other instances, the child said “*bungo*” conversationally in a turn-taking manner. In
When the agent continued speaking slowly, P21 tried the trained
without the trained script. After this alternative response failed, he
ward inflection, as if the child was not sure how the agent would
became more robust.

The statement, "Can you talk faster?" (P4) would often be followed by
ungo
CA2, 17 children were using bungo confidently. In doing so, the
child often returned immediately to the thread of the conversation
after using the keyword, as in the following example:

CA2: Yeeesss, I liiikkkkeee piiiiizzzzzzaaa.
P23: Bungo.
CA2: Thanks for the reminder, I’ll speak faster.
P23: I also like veggie pizza.

When a child gave a hesitant response, they said “bungo” tenta-
tively, pausing, asking questions, or showing uncertainty in their
use of the keyword. Hesitant responses often ended with an up-
ward inflection, as if the child was not sure how the agent would
respond. Although four children initially said bungo hesitantly, by
the end of the session with CA2, all of these children had shifted to
confident responses (Fig. 3, left). In some instances, a child gave an
alternative response and tried an approach other than the trained
keyword to make the CA speak at a natural pace, saying things like,
“How can you talk faster?” (P13) and, “Is there some way I can make you
feel better?” (P4). Four children initially used alternative responses
of this sort, but by the end of their session with CA2, two were using
the keyword and replying with confident responses. For example,
the first time P21 heard CA2 slow down, he asked it to speak faster.
When the agent continued speaking slowly, P21 tried the trained
keyword:

CA2: Whhhhaaatst shhhoooollluuullldddd ppeeccooopppllleeee
doo ooeeerrreeee? ((in current city))
P21: Can you speak faster? That’s kind of creepy.
CA2: Ammm III spppeeeceraakkkiinnnngg slllooowwwll-
lyyy?
P21: Yes, you are.
CA2: I wiillll ttrrrryyy tooo spppeeeceraakkk faaassssitteeerrrr.
P21 Bungo.
CA2: Thanks for the reminder. I’ll speak faster.
P21: Oh, so that does work.

In this example, P21 first attempted to adjust CA2’s behavior
without the trained script. After this alternative response failed, he
shifted to use the script, reflecting on its effectiveness as he did so.
His statement, “Oh, so that does work,” suggests that through his
iterative back-and-forth with the agent, his understanding of the
bungo interaction pattern and its applicability in this new context
became more robust.

Finally, we saw oblivious responses where children showed no
outward reaction to the agent’s slowed rate of speech and continued
the conversation without acknowledging the change. For example:

CA2: Dooo youuu liiikkkkeee tooo biiikkkee? 
P1: Yes, I do.
CA2: Howww offfenm dooo youn liiikkkkeee tooo biiikkkee? 
P1: ((casually, resting his chin on his hands)) Pretty of-
ten.
CA2: Dooo youuu liiikkkkeee biiikkkiinngg oorr runnnnninnngg
gg betterr?
P1: I like running better.

Although seven children initially displayed this non-reaction, the
majority eventually made a shift and moved to one or more of
the other three response types, eventually trying the keyword. By
the end of the session with the second CA, 17 of 22 children (77%) had
spontaneously transferred the term bungo to this new context, and
all children who used the term were doing so confidently.

4.3 Transferring Bungo to a Parent

Of the 19 children who participated in the confederate exercise, 13
(68%) spontaneously transferred bungo to this new context with
no prompting or reminders. We found that the same taxonomy of
response types that emerged during the session with CA2 applied
to children’s responses to parents as well, and we saw oblivious, alterna-
tive, hesitant, and confident responses to parents’ slowed
speech. As with CA2, during their conversation with a parent,
children moved from one response type to another, gradually using
bungo more confidently as the conversation progressed.

All 13 children who used the keyword with their parent eventu-
lly did so with confident responses, and eight did so the very first
time their parent slowed their speech (see Fig. 3, right). For example,
P17’s parent began speaking slowly for the first time in the
middle of a sentence. P17 immediately interrupted, enthusiastically
shouting the keyword:

Parent: You know this was the room we were in when we
had to stop our whole meeting because there were
bunnies? And everyone was like, ’Hollllld omnn
sttttopppppp’

P17: Bungo!

Parent + P17: ((both laughing))
P17: I’m just going to start yelling that now.

In these instances, the child pounced on the parent’s slow speech
with the word bungo, often, but not always, interrupting mid-
sentence, as in the example above. When children used confident
responses, they showed no uncertainty about the appropriateness or likely effectiveness of using *bungo* with their parent.

Six children (32%) at least once expressed skepticism and surprise that the parent was behaving like a CA. In these instances, children made statements questioning why their parent was speaking slowly in the first place and whether the interaction was being deployed in a valid context. For example:

**Parent:** Caaauusssee weee haaavvveee tooo, liiiikkkee, geeett allllll ttiihhheee otthhhheeerrr thhhiiii-innnngggss fooommm ttiihhheee innnnttttteeerrrvvviiieewwww.

**P23:** Why are you acting like part of the robots? Why are you talking slowly sometimes?

**Parent:** III dooonnnnttt knnnoooowww yooouuu'rrreee taaalllkkkiinnggg abbboooouuuttt. Dooo yooouuuu waaannnnnttt tooo pillaayyyyyy innn ttiihhheee yaaarrddd??

**P23:** ((laughing)) Sure! You’re talking like a robot.

Here, the child never asked the parent to speed up or attempted to adjust the parent’s speed via the *bungo* keyword.

Other participants who expressed skepticism said things like, “you’re turning into the robot” (P9) and referenced the parent’s “robotized voice” (P13). As these examples illustrate, children’s expressions of skepticism were distinct from their direct responses to parents’ slowed speech. In these instances, children stepped out of the interaction, pausing to comment on the mere fact of the parent’s slow-down and to relate this behavior to that of the CA. In these instances, children expressed surprise that a person would behave like the CAs they had encountered, at times implying that agents and people ought to behave differently.

4.3.1 Warmth, Playfulness, and Positive Affect. Children’s reactions to their parents’ slowed speech reflected more emotion than their responses to the two CAs’ slowed speech. Most notably, we saw that a majority of children (11 of the 13 who used the word *bungo*) took the trained pattern of interaction and reshaped it to better fit the nature of their relationship with their parent, using *bungo* playfully and affectionately. Participants responded neutrally when the CAs slowed down, saying *bungo* in a matter-of-fact way and without notable affection, enthusiasm, or anger. But when parents slowed down, children often showed signs of delight and eagerly employed *bungo* as if playing a game or sharing a secret. For example:

**Parent:** Diddd yooouuu liiiikkkee thhihiisss gaammmeee?

**P4:** ((A huge smile spreads across the child’s face, and she turns with interest so her body is facing her mother’s fully)) You’re not a robot, mama!

**Parent:** Arrreee yooouuu myyy daaaauuuggghhhttteeerrr?

**P4:** ((smiling and laughing)) You’re not a robot! ((tilts her head to one side, focuses intently on her mother)) Bungo?

**Parent:** Ah, now back to normal. ((Make eye contact and grin, as if they are sharing a joke))

In another instance, P12’s parent described the session to the research team by email, because of a technical error with the video recording device. Because the video data was missing, and no members of the research team were present during confederate sessions between parents and children, the parent later explained:

_I would estimate that she let me speak slowly for about 30 seconds (during my second attempt) before she used the word Bingo [sic] to increase the speed of my speech. She laughed when it worked and I think she thought I was playing a game with her._ (Parent, P12)

Other children laughed as their parents spoke slowly, or gleefully shouted *bungo* to their parent in response. Children often leaned in and focused intently on their parent when the parent began to speak slowly. They also laughed and smiled both upon hearing the parent’s slowed speech and upon discovering the effectiveness of saying *bungo*. Although children used the same interaction that they had used with the two CAs, only with their parents did they
say *bungo* in a way that reflected a warm rapport. For example, P23’s mother spoke slowly twice, and in both cases P23 smiled in response as he said *bungo*. After the second iteration, he paused, grinned mischievously at his mother and began to speak slowly as well. His mother almost instantly responded by saying *bungo*, and the child parroted the CAs’ scripted response, saying, “Thanks for the reminder; I’ll speak faster.” Both looked at each other and laughed.

4.3.2 *Frustration and Negative Affect.* In contrast to this positive affect, two children responded to their parent’s slowed speech negatively and with clear frustration. In these cases, the child went beyond simple skepticism or comments reflecting their awareness of the parent’s slowed speech; they further asked the parent to stop, and told the parent they should not be acting like a robot. For example, P9 exclaimed, “Mom, stop! You’re turning into the robots! Ahh!” When her mother continued to speak slowly, she looked into the camera and asked, “Can someone help her?”

4.4 *Transferring Bungo to a Researcher*

During the interview with the researcher, four of 22 children (18%) used the term *bungo*, and one of them did so immediately and confidently. The other three appeared more hesitant and waited to use the term, with one of them commenting, “You’re kinda acting like the robots,” before finally saying “bungo.”

However, 82% of children never used the keyword, and as a rule, children did not comment on the researcher’s slowed speech. Of the many children who had—just moments before—used *bungo* with a parent, only two did so with the researcher. Most children instead waited patiently as the researcher laboriously posed a question at an awkwardly slow pace. After letting the researcher complete the drawn out question uninterrupted, the child then responded. For example, this exchange between the researcher and P14 reflected the common dynamic:

**Researcher:** Doooyouuuu tthhiiiiinnnnkkk weeex hshhoouuullllidddd ttrrrreeaaaattt hhuummmmmmmmnnnssss ammmddd roooobboootttttssss tthheeeее saaäännnmmmeew waaayy??

**P14:** Yes.

Although children did not explicitly acknowledge the researcher’s slowed speech, in some cases they showed nonverbal indicators of noticing the change. For example, in various instances children looked up sharply when the researcher began to speak slowly, began to smirk, laughed, grinned and made knowing eye-contact with their parent, or raised their eyebrows. These indicators suggest that the children may have noticed the slow speech, despite choosing not to engage with it. P19 illustrates this behavior in the following exchange:

**Researcher:** Doooyouuuu eevvveeeerrr ssseeeeee yooouuuurrr paaarrreeennnmmmittttssss—

**P19:** (((Stops fidgeting and stares intently at researcher))

**Researcher:** —orr otthhhheeeerrrssss uussssiiinnnnnggg g a diiigggiitttt- ttaalll asssssssssssssiitttttaaaaaannnnntttt??

**P19:** (((Pauses, looks at parent, and shrugs))

Similarly, P24 focused on and fidgeted with a plastic toy during the interview. He was holding it up to his eye when the researcher began speaking slowly, and on her fourth word, he set it down and looked up, staring at her. After a few more seconds of listening to her slow speech, a huge grin spread across his face. He glanced over at his mother, smiling, then looked back at the researcher and focused on her intently for the duration of her slow question, appearing to barely suppress laughter.

The one child (P11) who did confidently and immediately use the word *bungo* with the researcher had a particularly warm and playful interview session. She exuberantly chatted throughout the duration of the session, showing an outgoing side of her personality and no reluctance or hesitation to connect with this new person. Her responses were high-energy and fanciful, and she laughed loudly as she described wanting to own a CA that would make gifts for her, which she named “Santa Claus 2.” She energetically pushed her chair around the room, laughed, and made jokes.

4.5 *Sustained Transfer Beyond the Lab*

According to parents’ self-report, 11 of the 20 children whose parents tried the follow-up task at home spontaneously used the term *bungo* to ask their parent to speed up. Parents of these eleven children reported things like, “When we got home i [sic] tried the same thing and [child name] actually used the word” (Parent, P2) and:

“I DID remember to test this out later that evening and the next day… I would be talking with my daughter and then change to a slow pace and just like we did during our ‘private’ time in the study, she jumped in with a ‘PONGO!’ [sic] immediately as it happened” (Parent, P17).

A number of parents commented on the immediacy and confidence of children’s responses, saying the child interrupted or instantly used the trained keyword. For example, P15’s parent described her child’s reaction saying, “[S]he immediately turned around with a smile and said *bungo!* No hesitation at all.” In contrast, nine of 20 children did not use the term *bungo* at home, and parents of these children said things like, “[He] did not use the special word” (Parent, P16).

Parents’ descriptions of their children’s responses at home were consistent with the themse observed in the lab. Many parents described children responding to the term playfully and treating the interaction as an enjoyable shared experience. The parent of P23 and P24 said, “They both used the word bongo [sic]… with a wry smile on their faces. Almost like it was a joke.” Similarly, the parent of P1 reported that when her child responded with bongo he “mentioned [it] with a smile, like it was our private joke (to my surprise!” The parent of P17 told us:

“I felt like it quickly became an inside joke. The next day I tested it with her during a three-way conversation with my husband. He didn’t even notice my slowed pace of talking, but [child name] jumped in with ‘Pongo’ [sic] and then laughed that my husband doesn’t understand us. Kind of insinuating that it was an inside joke.”

Consistent with the results we saw in the lab, parents of three participants said their child expressed skepticism about their behavior. For example, one parent told us, “[H]e just regarded me like I was crazy” (Parent, P16), and another parent reported that her son told her to stop acting like a robot (Parent, P7). Much like the lab, parents of two participants reported that their child responded
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Finally, when children encountered an opportunity to use the term bungo with a researcher they did not know, the most common comment was to ignore the researcher's odd conversational behavior and to use pre-existing conversational norms that characterize person-to-person behavior. It is, of course, possible that children did not use the term bungo with the researcher because they did not recognize its applicability, and we do not have direct access to their interpretation of the conversation. However, just moments before, these same children used the term with their parents and explicitly commented on their parents’ speech, suggesting they understand the pattern. The one child who quickly transferred bungo to her conversation with the researcher also showed an unusually high degree of warmth and outgoing exuberance throughout the session, and her playful use of bungo was consistent with other children’s playful use of the term with their parents. Thus, we observed the following differentiation in children’s behaviors:

- **Unfamiliar device (CA2) vs. familiar person (parent):** Children were equally likely to use the term bungo in these two contexts, but they used it as a necessary linguistic device when interacting with CA2 and as a shared joke when interacting with a parent.

- **Unfamiliar device (CA2) vs. unfamiliar person (researcher):** Both CA2 and the researcher were essentially strangers to the child, and we saw little evidence of children attempting to bond or create shared meaning in either context. Instead, children abided by the conversational norms of each context, using bungo with CA2 and not with the researcher.

- **Familiar person (parent) vs. unfamiliar person (researcher):** Children were far more likely to use bungo with a parent than with the researcher, and in each case, their behavior aligned with their pre-existing interpersonal relationship. Children playfully repurposed bungo as a joke when interacting with a parent but remained reserved and polite and did not use the routine when interacting with a stranger.

Children’s willingness to experiment with a CA-trained routine with their parent and reluctance to do so with a stranger is consistent with prior work on attachment relationships. Children discriminate between their attachment figures (typically parents and other close caregivers) and strangers, and developmental literature shows children with secure attachments exhibit greater familiarity, intimacy, and risk-taking with parents than with strangers. Children’s use of bungo with parents may reflect a dual perspective: 1) the term is only appropriate for CA interactions, but 2) its inappropriate use can be explored within the safe context of an attachment relationship.

### 5.2 An Opportunity for Building Valuable Linguistic Routines

Children’s playfulness with parents suggests that CAs may be able to support children’s development and wellbeing in exciting ways. The Joint Media Engagement framework (JME) explains that when shared digital experiences between parents and children contain key characteristics, they can become sources of meaning and growth for children. For example, digital experiences that enable boundary crossing (by carrying over into daily life) and allow for multiple planes of engagement (such that children and parents can both participate actively) provide an excellent foundation for learning and connecting with parents. Here, we saw that children were willing to engage with parents around the bungo routine outside of the child-CA interaction context and to expand upon it playfully. This suggests CAs may be a useful tool for introducing constructive linguistic routines that parents can build on and reinforce.

For example, rather than teaching a nonsense term like bungo, a CA might teach a simple evidence-based linguistic routine for cultivating socioemotional growth. One existing curriculum teaches school-age children to take a “meta-moment” when they need to step outside of an emotionally challenging situation and talk through it. Like many socioemotional interventions, the meta-moment (and the larger curriculum that uses it) incorporates a number of linguistic routines that could be presented by a CA, such as positive self-talk, reframing, listing triggers, and articulating responses to structured prompts. All of these offer promise as simple routines that could be introduced and scaffolded by CAs and then expanded upon in interactions with parents.

Additionally, many other prior studies document linguistic routines that can help people cultivate strong relationships, such as paraphrasing a speaker’s words with statements like, “What I’m hearing you say is...,” explicitly labeling one’s own feelings, waiting for a conversational opening to make an interjection (instead of interrupting), adding semantic softeners when making requests, and asking clarifying questions. A number of clinical interventions have been shown to be effective in helping children and parents cultivate these types of linguistic routines to enhance their social communication (e.g., [9, 23, 29, 42, 58]). Our results suggest these offline interventions have potential as CA interactions.
5.3 Separating People and CAs

Finally, prior work consistently shows that children readily distinguish CAs from people [66], and in keeping with this past literature, children in our study found it surprising when their parents behaved like CAs, sometimes reacting with skepticism or even resistance. Similarly, they behaved differently when they encountered slow speech from an unfamiliar CA and when they encountered slow speech from an unfamiliar person. This suggests that, despite children’s interest in personified interfaces [25, 67], they simultaneously value the ontological distinction they draw between humans and machines. They may delight in social robots, CAs, and other human-like interfaces [44], but our participants signaled that these interfaces are distinct from people—particularly from the people they love. Their skepticism, playful reshaping, and resistance to blurring the line between person and agent suggests that it is important to them that this separation remain intact. This is consistent with prior work showing that children [68] and parents [17] alike express fears about personified technologies intruding on their attachment relationships.

Children’s emphasis on separating parents and CAs suggests designers: 1) adopt a first-class design principle of preserving ontological differentiation between CA and human, and 2) build interfaces that proactively communicate this differentiation to the user. By implementing systems that present and reinforce the message that they are a class of entity distinct from people, these devices will more closely adhere to children’s values and be more sensitive to their fears. This might involve answering social questions with responses that reflect the device’s non-human status, adding design seams [15] that expose aspects of the CA’s inner workings, adding surface-level detail to the interface to signal inanimacy (e.g., using a robotic voice rather than a human one), or numerous other design approaches.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work

Our investigation was conducted with a small group of children, in a one-time session, and with a single linguistic routine. The routine itself was highly contrived, and the effects we saw may differ with respect to patterns of speech that children also encounter in person-to-person interaction. The follow-up conversation at home was conducted without scripting or careful control. Children’s behaviors might change with repeated exposure over time. Further, the patterns in children’s behavior are likely to be influenced by changes to the design of the CA or the interaction. Both of our agents had light embodiment that many smart speaker CAs (like Alexa and Siri) lack, and prior work has shown that embodiment influences users’ interaction behaviors (e.g., [37, 41]) and can increase engagement [38]. The awkwardness or novelty of the routine, the demeanor of the child, and whether the routine is explicitly trained or passively absorbed, might also play a role in children’s behavior.

6 CONCLUSION

To examine whether CAs can influence children’s conversational habits with people, we conducted an observational lab study in which children learned a new linguistic routine from a CA and then had the opportunity to transfer this routine to other contexts. Children both learned and transferred the new routine easily but their transfer behaviors differed by context. When conversing with another CA, children were most likely to transfer the routine matter-of-factly. When conversing with a parent, children were most likely to use the routine, but knowingly and with playfulness, bringing it into the conversation in a way that created an opportunity to bond and share an inside joke. When conversing with a stranger, they were most likely to set the routine aside and fall back on existing conversational norms. Our results suggest that CAs can change what children say and how they say it, but they also suggest children may be selective in when and how they apply these new habits. Children’s quick mastery of a simple CA-trained routine and willingness to share it with parents suggests designers have an opportunity to work in partnership with families to create experiences that can serve as a source of shared meaning.
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SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN

Participants were recruited through social media, email lists, advertisements at schools, snowball sampling, and an institutional participant pool. Parents completed a consent process, where they were asked to participate as confederates. We asked parents to assess whether their participation as a confederate or the researcher’s slowed speech might cause their child distress. We also told them that if they participated, they should discontinue at any time if they felt the procedure was causing their child distress. We began each session by securing the child’s assent. We explained that we would like for them to talk to two CAs and that afterward we would ask them questions, and we asked if this would be ok. We submitted these procedures as a deception study to our IRB.
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